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Much is clear but not yet realised.  
Much has been realised, but is not yet clear.
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 3D Nick

Nick Ervinck is a celebrated Belgian sculptor and 
contemporary craftsman combining top-notch 
technology with abstract design, traditional concepts 
of sculpture art, and virtual futurism. On the barriers 
of the digital revolution, Nick is a much a visionary 
artist as a shamanistic rule breaker. Collected all over 
the world,  his inconceivable morphing sculptures and 
mutations series continue to impress and fascinate.  

He is keen on the re ective research behind the art 
and the connection with history, epistemology, and 
fascinating materiality. The knowledge of digital 
fabrications and D printed technology allows Nick to 
achieve ambitious work. 
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NICK ERVINCK (° ) graduated in  from the KASK (Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Ghent) with a master's degree in Mixed Media. 
He then trained in computer modeling, sculpting and working with materials such as polyester, plaster and wood. After teaching at art 
academies in Tielt, Menen and Kortrijk ( - ), he returned to the KASK to spend three years as a visiting professor here. His work 
consists of large installations, handmade and D printed sculptures, ceramics, prints, drawings, light boxes and animated lms.



2009 Ervinck  WARSUBEC  Zebrastraat 
缺 2009  2011  Studio Nick Ervinck 预

冲 忽 德 NRW-Forum Düsseldorf 德 Fenaille Paul Valéry Brakke Grond Beelden aan Zee
Bozar S.M.A.K M Middelheim 公  

In  Ervinck was praised for WARSUBEC, a monumental project created for the Zebrastraat cultural site in Ghent. Many public and 
private assignments also followed. In  he moved to an old car workshop and transformed it into an artist's studio. He founded 
Studio Nick Ervinck in .His work has been acquired by art collectors around the world and shown in solo and group exhibitions at 
NRW-Forum Düsseldorf; Ars Electronics, Linz; MARTa, Herford; Paul Valéry Museum, Sète; Fenaille Museum, Rodez; Laboral, Gijon; 
Museum Beelden aan Zee, Scheveningen; Bozar, Brussels; Brakke Grond, Amsterdam; S.M.A.K., Ghent; Gallo-Roman Museum, 
Tongeren; Museum Dr. Guislain, Ghent; Vanhaerents Art Collection, Brussels; Museum M, Leuven; the Museum of Fine Arts, Ghent and 
the Middelheim Museum, Antwerp. 

WARSUBEC, New Zebra - Gent, BE 



忽 Ervinck 忽 德  UNArt 忽 MOCA Axiom Oya Stone Mine
灯 岩 公  2019 然 OLNETOPIA  

德 预 ALUNIK   德 忽 Häme 公 2022 9
Ervinck 忽 德 RIVER CITY  

Outside Europe, Ervinck took his rst steps with group exhibitions in UNArt Center, Shanghai; MOCA, Shanghai; Axiom, Tokyo; Oya 
Stone Mine, Tokyo; Northern Arizona University Art Museum, Flagsta  and Chamber, New York. In , at the request of the City 
Council of St. Petersburg, Florida, he was commissioned to create a public sculpture in bronze, OLNETOPIA. In , he was asked by 
the Chinese government to create ALUNIK for the Shenzhen World Conventions & Exhibition Center in Shanghai. In , a large solo 
museum exhibition is planned for him in Häme Castle organized by the National Museum of Finland. In addition to some  works 
inside and outside, a new monumental installation will also be presented here. A voluminous monograph will also be published in 
response to this exhibition. In September , He will be invited to join the new exhibition in RIVER CITY Bangkok. 

The kind stranger, UNArt Center - Shanghai, CN 
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As diverse as this art production may be, above all, he remains fascinated by the "negative space" as he discovered it with classical 
sculptors such as Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth. The nding that a "hole" in matter is such a young idea will probably haunt him 
for the rest of his life. As a child of his time, he plays a varying game between the physical and virtual world, using both classic and new 
craftsmanship (computers, D printing and milling). From here he explores in his own unique way classical themes such as man (with a 
focus on his anatomy and the emergence of cyborgs), plants (especially their genetic manipulation), masks and animals, always starting 
from an (art) historical background that he cuts with contemporary pop and sci-  culture. 



热 忽

Nick Ervinck

预 K.E.R.K 
MUSEION  

When artists undertake curatorial projects, both in 
the physical and the digital space, they have the power 
to change the visitor s experience of displayed art 
and open up a critical dialogue about the historical 
role, epistemological background and capacity to 
legitimize culture of museums.In his latest work, Nick 
Ervinck appropriates a series of traditional museum 
practices (collecting, documentation, interpretation, 
exhibition design, etc.) in order to create his own 
museum universe. Here, all exhibits become 
meaningful through multiple aesthetic, historical and 
spatial associations. Mixing and matching objects 
dating from di erent periods and displaying them next 
to his own artworks produces an unprecedented 
Wunderkammer, a unique museological experiment 
that relies on a hybrid artistic and curatorial reality.

预  
Blurred Boundaries  convergence of real and virtual spaces.



EITOZOR, SMAK - Gent, BE 



K.E.R.K 热  
Create a dynamic contemporary art space in a historical church.

Nick Ervinck  2021 然  

K.E.R.K. Kunsthalle ErvincK

热 Nick

Nick Ervinck has renamed the deconsecrated church of Sint-Pieters-Kapelle in the 
summer of  as K.E.R.K. That is the artistic abbreviation for 'Kunsthalle 
ErvincK', a platform for contemporary art in the middle of the Middelkerke polders.



MUSEION Nick  
A virtual museum curated by Nick Ervinck’s imagination during Pandemic.

忽 2021 Nick  25,000 ⽶
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During the various lockdowns of , we worked on a virtual museum that 
covers more than , m . The intention was to make up for the absence of 
venue-based culture in some way, but it was also born out of my own need as 
an artist to reconnect with an audience after such a long time.



⽶ 预  
The sculpture is the creation of a personal system: my world and language.



BLOB
 

Negative space, basic element, 
sculptural alphabet

 HUMAN

 
New incarnation, cyborgs, search for the 

phenomenon of man

 PLANT

 
Manipulation, mutated-hybrid, 

petri ed-surreal

 NATURE
 

 
Biology, fauna and ora, animals, plants, coral, rocks, 

trees, natural forces,

 CULTURE
刨  

 
People, history, archeology, architecture, machines, 

lms, science ction, pop culture,

 TECHNOLOGY

 
3D 3D 

 
Innovation, new materials and techniques, avant-garde 

Computer-aided design, D printing, D scanning, 
milling, programming, virtual reality, argument reality,

 CRAFSMANSHIP

 
 18  

 
Craft, tradition, authentic 

th century porcelain from Meissen, woodworking, 
polyester, modelings, ceramics  

 SKIN
刨  

 
Skin for human, plant, blob 

Perfect, planed-dented, planed, scales

 CYBORG
刨 

Über cyborg

 MASK
 

Transparency, poetic lines, 
tremendous

  ARCHITECTURAL

  
EARTH

  
LINE

  
ANIMAL

  ARCHAEOLOGICAL
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兽  BLOB. 
This innovative formal language is what  My answer will be the BLOB.

Will we ever leave behind the Anthropocene, the rst geological era to 
unequivocally show the impact of human activity on Earth s climate and 
cosmic atmosphere? Are we at a turning point in history or is that just an 
illusion? The world certainly seems to have reached its most heterogenous 
point so far, constantly in movement and endlessly surprising. This protean 
state of a airs certainly presents an exciting challenge for artists.  

This is a museum of hybridity, and as such, nearly everything you see is in 
ux. As an artist, I continually change materials and vary my use of 

perspectives and colours. The result is works that evoke contradictory 
feelings: from pleasure and delight to alienation and fear of the uncanny. 
This innovative formal language is unexpected and raises the inevitable 
question: what is this actually about? 

Is it a call for a new kind of consciousness? A new way of seeing? A new 
human race? An exhortation to turn the old things inside out and endlessly 

nd new forms to express our experience as we drift along on our 
existential journey? 

My personal guide will be the BLOB, an explosive organic force eld that is 
both a vortex and an unprecedented simulator of human geometry and 
genomics. It transforms guration into abstraction only to then 
metamorphose back into a sort of guration. It is thus a force of attraction, 
a message about the need to nd unity in diversity, diversity in unity. 

So how should we deal with the modernist legacy that used these same 
questions as a starting point to search for new ways to express the world 
around us? Whatever the endpoint may be, my journey is intended as a 
tribute to such extraordinary predecessors as Henry Moore, Barbara 
Hepworth and Hans Arp, who, a century ago, set out to create a new and 
profound sculptural language.



KOROBS, MOCA - Shanghai, CN 
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My work represents how I experience the world in all its chaotic beauty, 
limitless grandeur and poetic charm. In contrast to the BOX format that we 
generally see in architecture, with its horizontals, verticals and angular 
spaces, the BLOB is amorphous, round, playful and unpredictable. 

To choose a world in a permanent BLOB is to choose a world of innovation, 
of boundless, provocative imaginings - unpredictable and unstoppable.My 
BLOBs spread out, re ecting my passion to bend the linear sensibilities of 
the old architectural order into more rounded and uid forms: into a sort of 
rhizomatic swarming chaos. This is in line with my desire to contribute to 
the story of sculpture - and that includes a wish to reinvent its most 
elementary forms.



WINEYER, - Oude Kerk - Vichte, BE 



IKRAUSIM, , SLS D print



OBENOMER, - Beelden aan Zee - Scheveningen, NL



忽 ,  
 

⻓ 续  

In our quest to nd ourselves, rst, we seek connection.  
The connection between human and nature, art and technology.  

From outside to inside, from reality to the digital world, 
 nally, return to the meaning of life.



NARZTALPOKS, Ons Erf - Brugge, BE 

https://nickervinck.com/en/exhibitions/exhibition-detail/narztalpoks


KOMANIL, FDM D print
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Water can take on terrifying forms: the destruction of 
oods and tsunamis is a force to be reckoned with. Just 

livke these great hazards, Nick Ervinck s water 
mutations have something monstrous, hybrid shapes 
in whichv one can recognize various elements. The 
work is not clearly de ned but points in di erent 
directions. The imagery used is clearly inspired by 
macro photographic images of splashing water, and 
thus sculpturally interprets the encounter between 
nature and technology.



OLNETOP, - Middelkerke, BE 



TSENABO, Sint-Andriesziekenhuis - Tielt, BE 



EGNOABER, Centrumplein - Emmen, NL 



MYRSTAW, , D Print
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With his wind mutations, Nick Ervinck tried to 
conquer the elements by capturing the continuous 

ow of the wind in a stagnant sculpture. Despite of 
growing up in an urban atmosphere, he is still strongly 
fascinated by nature because she keeps in uencing 
our lives no matter where we retreat to or which 
boundaries we erect.



TRAHIARD, private commission - Amougies, BE 



TLUCE, Meander Medical Centre - Amersfoort, NL 



ANLUNIK, World Convention & Exhibition Center - Shenzhen, CN 



BRETOMER, , D print



BRETOMER, , D print
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I make holes to explore the interior of sculptures, to 
create movement and to trigger a sort of subcutaneous 
experience. I want the blob form that I discovered in 
these rock gardens to suck the viewer into a world of 
wondrous shapes and rapidly expanding holes. 
There are hundreds of possibilities for beauty and 
sensuality as you wander within the tantalising 
hollows. What I nd exciting is the potential for deep 
exploration of negative space and the testing of its 
limits a orded by the technology at my disposal.



OEBERSAR,  - , Polyester and polyurethane



BIRSTULAM, , Polyester



ISHIRECK,  - , Print
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The idea of mutation and manipulation has always 
appealed to Nick Ervinck s imagination. In the 

plant mutation  series, he uses D experiments to 
explore ideas of both organic and genetically 
engineered life forms. For the design of these excessive 
and futuristic organic shapes, Nick Ervinck derives 
inspiration from the th century Meissen vases that 
he saw at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. 
These vases are lavishly decorated with plants, animals 
and creatures that can seem more beautiful than their 
originals in the natural world.



NABEKIARTS,  - , SLS D print



NABEKIESAV,  - , SLS D print



NABEKIARTS,  - , SLS D print



DIULOCOR,  - , D print



AELBWIESARTS & AELBEJARK, 2017, SLS D print
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The whole of the natural world is evoked in a state of 
becoming and degeneration: not a single physical 
element is spared this profound process of change.  
Animals going about their daily lives are torn away, 
stripped of their natural physique and transformed 
beyond recognition. Their limbs are combined with 
vestiges of what might be plants or humans to create at 
times terrifying, at others seductive, compositions.





AYAMONSK,  - , D print



KOLEKNAT, , SLS D print



 A r c h i t e c t u a l  M u t a t i o n  

Nick Ervinck 克 ⽶
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Nick Ervinck s architectural mutations are to be 
divided into two kinds. On the one hand, he tries to 
incorporate art in architecture; on the other, he brings 
architecture to art.In this way, Ervinck converts a 
piece of art into an integrated part of a building that 
exceeds the normal use of art. It is no longer purely 
visible and aesthetic. This proves that art can serve a 
much greater purpose than amaze the spectator. In 
addition to create a pleasant atmosphere and living 
environment, it can be used as an everyday functional 
object. 



OLNETOP, - Middelkerke, BE 



EGATONK, 2009, print mounted on pvc



YARONULK,  - , D print



IMAGROD, Milho - Oostende, BE 



REWOTFIU,  - , D print
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These mutations of skin and hide, man-made fossils
from within or outside of known evolutionary 
processes, whether intentional or the fruits of blind 
chance demonstrate their viability in an array of 
universes. Unabashedly radiating garish colours, they 
ask about the purpose of their functioning: are they, as 
they seem, part of a dystopian landscape, taking rst 
breaths in the silence following a cosmic storm? Or are 
they the pulpy beginnings of a new technological era? 
Soon we ll all be wearing our new smart skins, vital 
to our survival, a fantastic fusion of Gaia and Techno.





NOITERIS,  - , print mounted on dibond 

NOITRAK,  - , print mounted on dibond



NOITERKSA,  - , print mounted on dibond 

NOITRIKOS,  - , print mounted on dibond



BRUNTISFA,  - , ceramic 

BRUNTUSCOLER, , ceramic



BRUNTISKIE,  - , ceramic
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A transhumanist dream haunts me: how can I remodel 
the most iconic elements of a human, in particular the 
head, in line with the latest paradigms of evolutionary 
science? The resulting sculptures resemble primary 
life forms, such as insects and crustaceans, as well as 
aliens in science- ction movies. They remind us that 
we are nothing more than mutants in a world in 
constant ux. Perhaps the masks tell us that we are 
ourselves hybrid beings, somewhere between human 
and animal, with di erent types of brains formed by 
evolution and constantly in con ict with each other.



TANATILSUR,  - 



TANABRIALO, 



TANABRIAMI, 



TANARAMPAN,  -  

TAYORKOTI, 



ASEMNIPOS,   

TEZMUYOTL, 



 C y b o r g  M u t a t i o n  
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It could be said that my cyborgs hold up a mirror to us, 
perhaps as the prototypes of future humans, upgraded 
with implants and algorithms. Once again, they testify 
to my desire to portray hybridity and mutation, to 
interface perfect symmetry with the wild and chaotic 
side of life.Their thorny skin conjures up the animal 
hides worn by the rst inhabitants of Earth. Future 
technology could produce a thicker, more protective, 
polyfunctional skin as a sort of armour capable of 
absorbing the impacts of drastic climate change.



TIASURAK,  - , D print



DIASURAK,  - , D print



ESAVOBOR,  - , D print
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For the sculptures that contain traces of a human being, 
I explored the fascinating lines that link polar opposites, 
such as that which leads from the inside to the outside of 
a body, or from animal to diving being, or from physical 
to mythical consciousness. Just as the sculptors of 
previous generations often took the nude as a source of 
inspiration, I've always been fascinated by this body in 
which we humans are obliged to live.



AGRIELEJIF,  - 



AGRIEBORZ,  - 



AGRIEBORZ,  - D print



SNIBURTAD,  - , D print



ELBEETAD,  - , D print



 
忽 预   

兽⼦ ⽶  

The creation of new forms of art has often heralded the birth of a new sort of person,  
one who holds a di erent position in the world.  

What should the next step involve, where might the progression lead me?





Nick Ervinck 
h t t p s : // w w w. n i c k e r v i n c k . c o m / e n


